March 23rd, 2020

Letter to Customers – LDI Industries Remains Open for Business

LDI Industries continues to monitor and respond to the serious and fluid Covid-19 pandemic. We remain committed to the health, safety and well-being of our employees and our business partners.

As many of you are now aware, the governors of Illinois and Wisconsin have issued stay at home orders for non-critical businesses and social organizations. It is important to note that these orders do NOT apply to what the Federal Government has determined to be ESSENTIAL INDUSTRIES. Industries such as Defense, Emergency Vehicles, Energy, and Water & Wastewater are considered Essential Industries and all ones which we serve. Therefore, both our Manitowoc, Wisconsin and Huntley, Illinois facilities will REMAIN OPEN FOR BUSINESS.

This means our vendors are a critical part of our ability to continue to supply LDI products to these Essential Industries and continuing to receive our parts is critical. Please continue our supply of parts uninterrupted. If you are a vendor located in any of the States with a State enforced shut down of any type, please remember as a supplier of parts to LDI Industries you are part of an Essential Industry.

A top priority for LDI Industries continues to be the safety and well-being of our employees and we will continue to utilize and improve our in-place safety policies and practices. In addition, we are continuing to seek guidance from regulatory bodies including the Centers for Disease Control.

Our vigilant and collective efforts will ensure we can continue to supply product to our valued customers in those Essential Industries we serve.

If you have questions on this matter please contact your regular LDI contact.

Sincerely,

Mark Lukas, President
LDI Industries, Inc
Ph. 920-682-6877 x1146
www.ldi-industries.com